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Motivation and dataset

● the most common situation where students 
are confronted with text reuse is online 
journalism

● curiosity to quantify; no available datasets
● six-month long press monitoring of major 

online news publishers in the Czech 
Republic

● 60,000 articles; both regional and national



Motivation and hypothesis

Thank to IPPHEAE we have a lots of data 
about text reuse in academia but there is no 
precise data about the situation in news 
journalism. We start with the fact, that “it is 
known that more than 10--20% of articles 
collected by portal sites are nearly identical 
or quite similar” (Chang-Keon R., 2009)



Process

1. dataset creation
2. plain text data extraction
3. similarity analysis
4. data visualisation



Dataset creation
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similarity processing

blog.orwen.org/textmatcher  

Every similarity analysis of a pair of the articles A and B produces two values
1. how A is similar to B <=> sAB = sim(A,B)
2. how B is similar to A <=> sBA = sim(B,A)

For example for texts A = “aaabbb” and B = “aaa”, the results are
sAB = sim(A,B) = 50%
sAB = sim(A,B) = 100%



● hundreds new 
articles per day

● not matching 
every article just 
those which 
were published 
in the same two-
week window

● explain ČTK

Performance and sim() ~ Δt



Straight to results (regional media)

Overall similarity on regional 
news servers dataset shows the 
number similar articles for each 
similarity class.
The lighter columns show the 
overall similarity values only for 
articles which had not been 
produced by ČTK

~ 2% of similar articles



Straight to results (national media)
Influence of Czech news 
agency to text reuse is weak, 
especially for text with highly 
similarity degree in comparison 
with regional articles.

~ 20% of similar articles
~ 10% of very similar articles

Chang-Keon R. is right



Cross media 
content 
similarity

Just interesting graph.



Conclusion
Approximately 10% of all articles are 80% or more similar to 
another one published by different server which makes Chang-
Keon Ryu's statement valid in Czech environment considering 
the national dataset.
The ČTK is responsible for 20-40% of text-reuse cases on 
national level, but other causes have not been revealed. On the 
regional level the ratio of similar text is five times lower and the 
most similar articles are created by ČTK.



Questions?
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